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The prices of agricultural products mirror not only the agriculture 
situation, its input and result but also the importance that the state gives 
to this basic economy component. 
In the Romanian agriculture, the role of the state is to make flexible 
investments, this being a direct consequence of the Romanian’s status as 
member of the European Union. 
The prices are an important factor through which agriculture can win the 
position of a competitor on the European and international market. 
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In a free market system the prices are dependent on the demand-

offer law. However this axiom is determined by the aligning evolution, to 
which each contemporary country has to take part as long as it is present on 
the European or international market. 

The prices of agricultural products depend not only on the external 
factors but also on the internal ones, which are typical for the products 
(quality, perishability). They can increase in the case of rare and high 
quality products or can be reduced in case of a change in quality. At the 
same time any price can become either stimulating or discouraging for the 
producer. 

The countries establish a certain taking over policy by considering 
the development of the community and international market. 

Agriculture, as an important domain of a country’s economy, has a 
both social and alimentary security function. The market influences 
agricultural products through all its specific characteristics: changing offer, 
a quite stable demand of state intervention and others. At the same time 
farmers’ stimulation done by the state leads to a development of agricultural 
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structures and increases their competitiveness by decreasing costs and 
increasing not only the product quality but also the profit.  

Each country has a certain general policy for establishing prices. 
However, even within the same country, because of the objective condition 
created by the natural and biological factors, there are no unitary data and 
therefore the state had to interfere at times in order to balance the market by 
creating the so called intervention prices. 

There are several methods for calculating the prices of agricultural 
products, each of them being used according to the pursued aim. Thus, there 
are reference prices that are used for the negotiation between farmers 
grouped in organizations and the economic agents. In this case there are 
certain calculus formulae that can be used, in order to estimate the price 
thorough the margin added to the fluctuating costs: 
P = (1+rm)*CVM ,  
(P = offer price, r = the gross margin rate of the profit, CVM = medium 
fluctuating cost).  

This estimation is used especially when the fluctuating costs have a 
great share. 

Moreover the price can be estimated on the basis of the full cost, 
according to the following formula: P = (1+r)*CTM (CTM = medium total 
cost). This method allows the assessment of the effects determined by the 
production volume changes on each price element.  

When the production of agricultural goods involves great capital 
investments, the price has to reflect the medium cost and the net margin of 
the unitary profit; therefore the following formula is applied: 

 

 (CF = fix cost, Q = production level, r = estimated profit rate, k = used 
capital) 

A very interesting calculus method used to establish profitability is 
the one called the critical point method, which compares the production and 
commercialization expenses with the incomes obtained by selling the 
products. The moment they reach equality and which at the same time is the 
starting point for drawing up the comparison is called the critical point. 
Profitability starts from this point, called recruiting threshold. The calculus 
formula is the following:  
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(NPCQ = the level of production critic point, P = selling unit price).   
Thus, when in a critical point the production covers all costs. The 

level of the critical point according to the income obtained after selling the 
agricultural products, can be expressed by using the formula:  

  

(NPCV = the level of the production  critic value point, MBP=the profit 
gross margin).  

The gross margin represents a certain percent of the selling price of 
the agricultural unit product and it is calculated according to the formula: 

   

These methods have certain disadvantages: they do not express the 
repartition of fixed costs on products, they cannot appraise the effects of 
demand and competition over the product and agricultural imports and last 
but not least they cannot estimate the convenient profit margin. 

For this reason there are other factors that have to be taken into 
consideration when calculating the price of agricultural products. The most 
widely used criteria in this respect are the production costs and international 
prices. 

The use of production costs as criteria for establishing prices 
influences the volume and the production structure. However, production 
will not increase if other factors such as adequate infrastructure are not 
taken into consideration.  

The international prices criterion has a unifying tendency, expressing 
a global efficiency, but puts on a secondary level the private efficiency.  

In developed countries there is no need to maintain low prices for 
food products because of the population’s higher purchasing power. In spite 
of this, the agricultural incomes are stimulated. For this reason, the purpose 
of the PAC reforms, starting with the 90s and in perspective for 2013, is to 
reduce or even eliminate the intervention prices while the agricultural prices 
will align to those on the international market. At the moment one can very 
well observe the fact that in developed countries the prices of agricultural 
products are higher than in underdeveloped countries. However, in less 
powerful countries prices increase more rapidly. 
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The alignment to the international prices is unavoidable because of 
the European and international prices equalization. Nevertheless, the 
process unfolds in a slow motion, as it is in the case of Romania, where 
prices increased after the adherence to the European Union. Other countries, 
such as Poland or Hungary have similar prices to those in other European 
Union states, as the ones in Germany for example. 

Within the same country, as it is the case of Romania, one can notice 
price differences between agricultural products that can and those that 
cannot be commercialized, because of the different imports in the domains 
in which competition is fierce. The agricultural products also depend on the 
national currency and on the internal and external inflation.  

A stabilization of the exchange rate is the condition needed to take 
the right decision by those who are involved in agriculture, because the 
decision has to have an estimative and stable character. 
The agriculture efficiency depends not only on the increase in productivity 
of each sector but also of the whole economic sector. It has to be doubled by 
both internal competitiveness achieved through the participation rate to the 
setting-up of the national internal gross product and by the behavior on the 
external market. Due to its status of European Union member, Romania has 
to both adjust its performances to those of the other state members and to 
reduce the laggings behind. 

 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT PRICE POLICY IN ROMANIA 

 
In our country, the liberalization of agricultural prices was a slow 

process and the direct consequence of this was a difference between these 
prices and those of department stores and agricultural services, etc. 

It has been observed that the market for the Romanian agricultural 
products has narrowed due to the fact that the imported products are cheaper 
on the market since they are subsidized in the original country or because 
there are various export facilities. Thus, the internal producers are put in an 
inferior position because of the practiced prices. This explains why certain 
products, like sugar, poultry meat, dairy products, managed to conquer the 
Romanian food market. The Romanian state has to take measures in this 
direction, at least temporary if not permanent, because when production will 
be taken again in the following year, many Romanian farmers will have to 
face a negative balance. Because of this, the internal market will narrow 
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even more while the agricultural products will be used only for self 
consumption and thus the discrepancy with the other European countries 
will increase.  

In conclusion, all the necessary measures have to follow the whole 
process of the agricultural products, starting from their production until they 
reach the buyer, so as to improve each stage. Even though our country has a 
free market economy system, the agricultural domain needs intervention 
methods especially through price policy, which plays a very important part 
in increasing competitiveness. It is not advisable for the prices to be 
established only by the market, because it still is not consolidated. The 
measures that have to be taken are those practiced in the European Union, 
but they have to be adjusted to the particularities of the Romanian 
agriculture. 

One of the measures applied in the European Union involves 
intervention prices through which the state takes over surpluses, if the 
country considers agriculture an important domain whose problems have to 
be solved. 

Furthermore, there are methods for prices establishment that can be 
applied at the level of agricultural companies 
Thus in the price setting-up the following relation appears: cost-price-profit. 
The price is based on costs and for this reason, in order to have competitive 
prices it is necessary to take measures to reduce the production process 
costs. 

Another method, that eliminates regulations, is to establish prices 
according to the ones promoted by the competitors in other word freely, 
according to the market. 

It can also be applied the method through which maximization of 
profit is pursued. Within this system known as the cost added gross margin 
method, the accountancy plays a very important part because it has to 
determine fix prices and calculate the gross margin. The role of accountancy 
is very important because there are a great variety of prices that have to be 
grounded, such as invoicing, production, producers and en-detail gross 
price.  

In conclusion, in Romania must be applied the same price and 
subventions policy as in other European Union countries so as to increase 
the incomes of agricultural producers and maintain capital in this economic 
domain. At the same time, at a micro level it is necessary to take measures 
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to reduce costs and increase product quality in order to be competitive not 
only on the European market and but also on the international one.  

 
THE FORMATION OF PRICES FOR AGRO ALIMENTARY 

PRODUCTS 
 
In most case the prices for agro alimentary products are formed in 

the same way as the ones for consumer goods but they also depend greatly 
on the prices of agricultural products. These, in their turn are influenced by 
the share of state intervention measures. In PAC, protectionist measures 
have been taken, thus transforming them into the GATT and OMC foresight 
centers, concerning the liberalization of commerce with agricultural 
products. These measures aimed the preference for products coming from 
inside the community, acceptance of low price imports and exports 
stimulation through subventions. Thus prices are controlled and while 
methods are used for intervention. 

There are ways to control prices whether they are restrictive (price 
blockages, maximum price ceiling, VAT) or flexible (negotiated prices, 
supervised prices, subventions, credits with a reduced interest, customs 
taxes for imports, acquisition bonuses, VAT reductions). 

The restrictive methods are applied for a short period of time (price 
blockages) and have as purpose to combat the abusive price increase, thus 
ensuring a social protection measure for the people with low incomes 
(maximum prices). Furthermore, they have the aim to reduce the 
discrepancies between the farmers’ incomes and those of the processors 
who have the possibility to practice high commercial additions (VAT 
ceiling). 

The other category of intervention techniques, used to ensure control 
over the price evolution of food products, is more flexible and thus more 
preferable.  

Therefore, in the negotiable price system, the negotiation takes place 
between the representatives of agricultural producers and the public power 
in order to adjust prices to the inflation rate and in order to prevent disloyal 
competition. 

The regime of supervised prices takes into consideration their 
establishment by the economic agents, but they have to be discussed within 
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10 to 15 days before being applied. It is important to mention that the state 
can decide not to approve these prices. 

The subventions, even though there are many voices that demand 
their reduction and even elimination, are applied in all countries, even in the 
developed ones, in order to offer support to agricultural producers. 

The credits with a reduced interest have the purpose to support 
producers so as to allow them to make investments that lead to the 
productivity and competitiveness increase. 

The customs taxes for imports have the aim to protect the internal 
production by combating disloyal competition. There are certain obstacles 
in the import and export of some products especially of those that do not 
respect the sanitary regulations. 

The acquisition bonuses aim to create possibilities to acquire 
products from the agricultural producers. 

The reduction of VAT and other taxes has a double function: the 
supplementing of the producer-processor-distribution and the social 
protection if we take into consideration that the consumer is the payer of this 
indirect tax. In some countries a reduced VAT is applied especially for agro 
alimentary products. 

Different European Union countries have applied various measures 
having as purpose the stimulation of agricultural production. However, at a 
global level, it has been noticed a slight price increase due to the adherence 
of the new states that have a high inflation.  

In conclusion, if Romania wants to invigorate its agriculture it has to 
totally adjust its legislation to that of the European Union. Furthermore it 
has to take measure in accordance with the specific conditions of the 
Romanian agriculture in order to overcome the present situation in which 
our products are more expensive and have an inferior quality to the one 
required on the market. 
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